Uni-Trend Technology (China) Co. Ltd

Uni-Trend is one of the leading Test and Measurement solutions provider in Asia. Founded in 1988, Uni-Trend designs and manufactures Test and Measurement products across 5 categories: Electronics/electrical measurement meters, temperature and environmental meters, surveying meters, power and high voltage meters, and desktop instruments.

Uni-Trend is the registered owner of trademark “UNI-T” in the United States and many other countries.

Uni-Trend counterfeit/trademark infringing products may be sold online bearing similar designs and features as original products. These products may not conform to safety, environmental, and quality standards set by Uni-Trend and local governments. Counterfeits and trademark infringing products manufactured by Uni-Trend are strictly monitored online.

Uni-Trend reserves its rights to take further action against any parties selling counterfeits or trademark infringing products.

Genuine UNI-T products information can be found on our official website:

www.uni-trend.com